
 

 

 

MPHA EXECUTIVE MEETING MINUTES – Tuesday April 5, 2022  

Meeting called at 8:00 pm 

In attendance – Tamey McAllister, Clayton Best, Marci Hughson, Marj Moody, Roxanne 

Romaniuk, Ashley Taylor  

 

Topics Covered 

 

Coach Evaluations 

It was discussed having Coaching Evaluations sent out to parents via anonymous survey. This 

was always something that was done in the past however, due to lack of parent participation in 

the past it had just died off. It was agreed that this would be beneficial in providing coaches with 

feedback and possibly using as a tool when it came to future coach selections. Tamey will draft 

up an evaluation form and send it out to parents. 

Motioned by Marcie, seconded by Roxanne, unanimous decision that we will go back to doing 

Coach Evaluations.  

 

Coach Applications  

Tamey advised that she has reached out to other associations to get a feel for what everyone is 

doing.  It was agreed by all members that we need to get the word out about coaching 

applications and have them posted so we can have them chosen as soon as possible.  

 

 

 



Tryout Dates 

Tryouts cannot be held until the fall once the AAA tryouts have taken place. Started talking 

about a letter being drafted to be given to Reid at the Arena to pass on the town council so that 

we can hopefully get the ball rolling on the ice being in as soon as possible after Labour Day.  

 

AGM Date 

It was agreed by all Executive Members that our AGM would be better as an in person meeting. 

Tamey is in North Bay until the end of the school year so we will revisit and hold the meeting in 

July.  

 

NOHA AGM 

This years NOHA AGM will be help May 6-8 in the Soo. Once Tamey receives more 

information, she will share it and see if any of the Executive Members are available to attend.  

 

Contact Clinic 

The U13 majors from the previous season were not introduced to body contact before they were off of 

the ice this past season. We will look into doing some sort of clinic in the fall to have the players prepare 

for their upcoming season.  

 

Fundraising 

The question of fundraising came up as Rockin the Rock is back this year. Since we only had one team 

participate in the association this past season we do not have enough to participate in an event ofthat 

size so we will pass this year and with more participating teams next season look to get back to doing 

fundraising  with the Manitoulin Trade Fair and Rockin the Rock. As of right now we aren’t in need of the 

funds and will have enough in the bank to begin our new season.  

 

Suggestions From Scott Stephens 

Scott Stephens had sent in a list of ideas and suggestions for the Executive to review. All memebers 

were sent a copy and the topics were discussed. Lots of good ideas in the document, some were more 

directed to at team/coach level decisions but the Executive were very interested in working towards 

achieving some of these ideas and suggestions as long as we were not stepping on any coaches toes.  

 

Meeting Adjourned- 9:25pm 

 



 

 

 


